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Figure 1: An orthotic device with physically encoded areas of shape change, varying stiffness, and passive cooling.

ABSTRACT
Natural materials, such as in plant and bone organs, adapt to their
surroundings with functionally graded underlying structures. Ad-
vances in extrusion-based 4D-printing have enabled the manu-
facture of bio-inspired systems with varying properties and self-
shaping behaviors. However, tailoring the internal composition of
such systems relies on specialized knowledge, as most computer-
aided design (CAD) applications are based on a modeling paradigm
that considers objects as surfaces or solids with no geometrical
definition of the interior structure. We propose that engineered
materials with differentiated and heterogeneous mesostructures
can achieve nature-inspired functionality. We present a design ap-
proach for tailoring the internal topology of 4D-printed material
systems, using intuitive geometric descriptions from existing CAD
workflows.We introduce amaterial programming framework for as-
signing and tuning material properties such as elasticity and shape
change with varying magnitudes and anisotropies throughout a
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volume. Our method translates the desired properties into an assem-
bly of functional patterns for fabrication via anisotropic material
deposition. To demonstrate this framework, we show several types
of material behaviors, including self-shaping double curvature and
embedded passive cooling. Finally, we produce a prototype of a
wearable assistive device that highlights the integration of multiple
functions. Through design and material programming, the result-
ing 4D-printed material systems underline how nature-inspired
mesostructured material networks can be physically encoded with
custom-designed behaviors, shape changes, and functionalities.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In nature, materials address a variety of performance requirements
with intricate, underlying structures. The femur bone and conifer
cone are two examples of hierarchically organized structures with
exceptional mechanical properties. The femur, which must support
almost the full weight of the human body, is burdened not only
with compression but also tension, as loads are applied transversely
from the hip socket rather than directly along the axis of the bone
[Rudman et al. 2006; Wolff 1870]. The internal bone structure plays
an important role in the overall functional properties, and indeed,
studies have shown that changes in both arrangement and orienta-
tion occur in response to specific loading conditions, such as during
pregnancy or extended stays in space [Lang et al. 2006]. The scale of
a Pinaceae conifer cone is another famous instance of an adaptive,
structured tissue which autonomously responds to environmental
stimuli with reversible movements. The differentiated morphology
of hygroscopic tissues with different swelling and shrinking prop-
erties [Dawson et al. 1997; Harlow et al. 1964] allows pine cones
to passively open and close in response to relative humidity (RH)
even as a dead plant organ, millions of years after detaching from
the tree [Poppinga et al. 2017].

Recent advances in polymer chemistry and computational fabri-
cation have enabled the engineering of mechanisms with graded
compliance [Howell 2013; Megaro et al. 2017; Saggere and Kota
1999] and adaptation without any electro-mechanical control or op-
erating energy [Menges and Reichert 2015; Reyssat and Mahadevan
2009]. Additive manufacturing (AM) has made it possible to mod-
ulate various properties and deformation behaviors [Frenzel et al.
2017; La Magna and Knippers 2018]; it is even possible to embed
further functionality through specialized circuitry, such as exter-
nally sourced resisters and transistors [Lewis et al. 2016; Valentine
et al. 2017]. Moreover, the emergence of smart materials that can
be processed by extrusion-based AM has allowed the production of
adaptive structures that can interact with their surroundings with-
out the need for discrete sensors, actuators, or controllers [Boley
et al. 2019; Gladman et al. 2016; Yao et al. 2015]. Termed 4D-printing
[Tibbits 2014], the technique for tailoring passive shape changes
using fused filament fabrication (FFF) machines has led to new
material systems with heat and moisture responsiveness [An et al.
2018; Correa et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2017].

Complexity is inexpensive for biological systems; while the adage
“complexity is free” [Lipson and Kurman 2013] is often said about
AM, capitalizing on the affordances of this technology to produce
complex shapes as well as tailor their internal compositions relies
on specialized knowledge and training. Most 3D computer-aided
design (CAD) programs are based on the surfacemodeling paradigm
known as boundary representation (BREP), which considers only
the surfaces or outer shell of an object. As BREPs represent the limits
of a solid, they are thus unable to convey spatial variations within
the interior. There have been efforts to introduce the concept of
modeling variable material distributions represented by volumetric
voxels [Michalatos and Payne 2016], though this method relies
on advanced 3D-printers that can handle the mixing of multiple
materials. Harnessing the promises of AM necessitates the ability
to represent material distributions throughout a 3D volume, while
allowing their fabrications on machines which are accessible.

1.1 Key contributions
We propose a design and material programming framework for
dealing with the complexity of integrating multiple functions (such
as self-shaping and variation of material properties) in a simpli-
fied way. The core contribution of this paper is a unified workflow
to tailor 4D-printed material systems with differentiated and het-
erogeneous mesostructures — accessible using readily available,
off-the-shelf printers and filaments, but also highly customizable by
allowing specialty materials and externally sourced components.

We formulate a method for tuning the internal topology of these
material systems, using the intuitive and well-established geometric
modeling approach of existing non-uniform rational basis spline
(NURBS) workflows. By designing different functional regions and
specifying their physical metadata, we can program material prop-
erties and behaviors, such as elasticity and shape change. Based
on these user-prescribed parameters, the resultant kinematics of
this networked assembly of functional regions can be visualized.
Thismodel representation also serves as the basis for structuring the
material system’s mesostructure [Raney and Lewis 2015], achieved
using FFF. Through additive fabrication and choreographed paths
of material deposition, the objects become physically encoded with
their programmed properties. Finally, the framework enables func-
tionally specialized systems to be designed by allowing externally
sourced components to be directly embedded in the 4D-printed
material system. Our main contributions are the following:

• A material programming toolkit of active, passive, and exter-
nal functional regions which can be geometrically defined
and customized with physical metadata.

• Amodel representation for generating topologies well suited
for visualization and extrusion-based AM.

• The translation of behaviors and properties into a function-
ally patterned material network with mesostructured fea-
tures.

• The fabrication logic and sequence for producing internal
mesostructures via FFF, and embedding externally sourced
components during the extrusion process.

This design framework is demonstrated through a series of case
studies that showcase both single and double curvature self-shaping,
as well as the embedding of materials sourced from external pro-
cesses. In addition, we produce prototypes of assistive technologies
for medical applications, highlighting the integration of multiple
functions. Finally, we discuss the performance benefits of highly
differentiated and heterogeneous assistive wearable devices with
specific behaviors, shape changes, and functionalities.

1.2 Related work
Fabricating objects with variable properties offer a wide range of
benefits. The carpal skin glove [Oxman 2010], a 3D-printed proto-
type for a wrist splint to protect against carpal tunnel syndrome,
demonstrated the mapping of a particular patient’s pain-profile
to the distribution of hard and soft materials. While this design
has illustrated the performance benefits of personalized medical
devices, the use of highly advanced and expensive equipment for
commercial AM has played a role in restricting the transfer of this
approach in both research and application.
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Existing literature on meta-material mechanisms has shown that
it is possible to tune mechanical properties using consumer 3D-
printing equipment. Research conducted on tileable cell structures
has demonstrated that varying degrees of flexibility can be achieved
[Amorim et al. 2019; Ion et al. 2016; Panetta et al. 2015]. Despite the
intricate patterning, however, the use of generic slicing software
for generating the 3D-printing toolpaths still limits the resolution
of achievable properties, as the majority of slicers consider objects
to have isotropic interior infill structures within their outer shells.

The extrusion-based process of FFF inherently produces anisotropy
through the paths of material deposition. The field of 4D-printing
has exploited the inherent anisotropy produced by this method to
construct self-shaping material systems structured at the mesoscale
[Correa et al. 2020; Vazquez et al. 2020; Wood et al. 2016]. Though
these works have employed anisotropic extrusion to create bio-
inspired shape change, the literature indicates difficulty in organiz-
ing the complex arrangement of multiple materials at the mesoscale,
especially in achieving design heterogeneity beyond the functional
abstraction of bilayers. As a result, 4D-printed mechanisms have
remained largely monofunctional.

Other researchers have investigated functional gradation from
the perspective of materials science, showing that modulation of
chemical composition can achieve a high degree of functional, me-
chanical, and optical differentiation [Giachini et al. 2020; Mogas-
Soldevila et al. 2014]. While custom-engineered materials offer a
wide range of novel functionalities, the fabrication of liquid and
paste materials necessitates highly specialized equipment, with
specific processing requirements depending on the material itself.

2 DESIGN & MATERIAL PROGRAMMING
Our framework offers a hierarchical workflow that greatly sim-
plifies the design process, visualized in Figure 2. This hierarchy
abstracts the complexity required to translate a conceptual self-
shaping design to the specific machine code for FFF.

Thus, one can design the self-shaping behaviors using intuitive
tools: the substructure of the object is designed by defining func-
tional regions and specifying their physical metadata. This high-level
design is then used to generate a model representation, which pro-
vides an indication of the shape change and allows for a rapid feed-
back loop to quickly iterate designs. The model is then translated
into functional patterns, which become the 4D-printed mesostruc-
ture networks through the 4D-printing sequence & logic.

2.1 Functional regions & physical metadata
To tailor and modulate the internal composition of an object, we
simplify the material system into a networked assembly of smaller
sub-units called functional regions.

Using familiar geometric descriptors from CAD modeling appli-
cations, these functional regions can be defined with closed NURBS
curves on the XY-plane. Our parametric model, developed within
a visual programming environment (Grasshopper3D running on
Rhinoceros3D), allows the specification of physical metadata asso-
ciated with each functional region.

We formulate three types of regions with distinct functions:
the active region, passive region, and external region. Each of their

physical metadata contains parameters which can be tuned in terms
of the anisotropy and amount.

The active regions are characterized by a bilayer structure, and
self-shape by producing single curvature bending. The compound-
ing of the two layers, composed of a stimuli-responsive actuating
material and a relatively stable restricting material, translates differ-
ential volume change upon stimuli response into a bending behavior.
While any combination of two filaments with a differential between
their stimuli-responsiveness can be employed, we demonstrate this
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— anisotropic extrusion informed

     by fabrication constraints

— kinematic visualization
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Figure 2: Multifunctional material systems are abstracted as
a networked assembly of functional regions, each of which
can be defined with physical metadata. These simple in-
puts are then translated into a differentiated mesostructure,
which can be 4D-printed with the parameters and sequence
required to produce the designed properties and behaviors.
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Figure 3: The geometric definition and material program-
ming of an active region with (a) convex, constant bending
and (b) concave, variable bending at an angle. The restrict-
ing material is extruded along the bending direction (input
line), while the actuatingmaterial is extruded perpendicular
to it.

approach using hygroscopic filaments which respond to moisture.
A single line provides an intuitive interface for adjusting the bend-
ing orientation, magnitude, and direction. As shown in Figure 3, the
line is projected onto the active region and the distance between
sample points along the input line and projected line determines the
bending orientation (sign of Z-value), magnitude (absolute Z-value),
and direction (angle of the projected line on the XY-plane).

The passive regions are physically programmed with mechanical
properties such as stiffness and Poisson effect. Using the control
points of a NURBS surface as the user interface (Figure 4a), these
properties can be varied and distributed throughout an object; the
distances between both sets of sample points on the control surface
and planar surface of the passive region determine the property’s
value. This allows the easy manipulation of heightmaps (Figure 4b)
in 3D-space, which are correlated to the material property gradients
(Figure 4c) of the designed object and its function (Figure 4d). While
unable to change shape on their own, the passive region can be
encoded to allow stretching and contraction of the material in-plane
(whereas the active region will bend a planar surface out-of-plane
in only one direction). When combined, the functional variation of
active and passive regions enables double curvature to be produced
in 4D-printed self-shaping material systems.

The external regions enable high customizability by allowing
specialized, externally sourced parts to be embedded inside the 4D-
printed material system. Non-filament materials and components
manufactured from external processes can be represented by an
abstract, closed surface. Additionally, the amount of embedding
(that is, how much of it is exposed or enclosed) can be assigned
with a percentage value.

Figure 4: (a) Using the control surface, varying elasticities
can be designed across an object. (b) This property gradient
is represented in themodel as a heightmap containingmulti-
ple values, (c) which are mapped to the functional patterns
which physically encode the desired elasticity. (d) Demon-
strated here on a cut grapefruit is the resultant differenti-
ated stretching.

2.2 Model representation
Based on user-prescribed parameters, the model is generated with
a topology suited for transfer to both kinematic visualization and
extrusion-based fabrication. The topology is broadly discretized
according to its functional regions and physical metadata as a struc-
tured grid. In a networked assembly of different functional regions,
the physical metadata determines the grid directionality in each
region. The grid is aligned according to the bending directions of
the active regions, or stretching and contraction directions of the
passive regions. From this grid, the mesh is then generated using a
brute-force planar search for bounding regions [Alfredo Ferreira
et al. 2003].

The predicted shape change can then be visualized using a solver
based on shape matching constraints [Müller et al. 2005] imple-
mented with the ShapeOp library and the Kangaroo2 live physics
engine. Again, the physical metadata determines the target shape
for optimization. The bending orientation, direction, and magnitude
determine the directional scaling constraints, which are applied to
the mesh vertices of the active regions. Mesh vertices in the passive
regions will preserve their distances and spatial relationships to
varying degrees depending on the programmed properties (stiffness
and Poisson effect). This implementation provides a qualitative indi-
cation of how user-specifications for multiple functional regions at
the local level impacts the way an object deforms globally, offering
an intuitive interface for users to interactively explore the design
space.
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2.3 Mesostructure network
This mesh topology serves as a blueprint for creating a material
network with mesostructured features. It is the multi-material or-
ganization of the mesostructure that dictates the system’s overall
behavior and properties.

The process of FFF preserves the fibrous architecture of the fila-
ment, and thus allows us to tailor the mesostructure by controlling
various aspects of thematerial deposition — including the trajectory,
speed, and rate of extrusion. The geometry of the mesostructure is
formed by the trajectory of extrusion, which leaves anisotropic ma-
terial paths. Depending on the functional regions and their physical
metadata, these trajectories follow different patterns (Figure 5).

The physical metadata that can be defined for active regions,
comprised of two materials layers, is the bending orientation, bend-
ing direction, and bending magnitude. The bending orientation is
encoded by spatial ordering: convex bending is achieved by ex-
truding the actuating layer first and then the restricting layer over
it (Figure 3a), while concave bending is achieved by the opposite
ordering (Figure 3b). The bending direction is controlled by the
anisotropy of both layers, achieved by the angle of extrusion paths
on the XY-plane; the extrusion trajectory of the restricting mate-
rial follows the bending direction, while the actuating material is
extruded perpendicular to that direction.

The bending magnitude is influenced by the thickness (that is,
the number of layers in the Z-axis) and porosity (the gaps between
material depositions in the XY-plane) within both material layers.
More thickness and less porosity in each layer will generally in-
crease the flexural rigidity and result in less bending. By adjusting
the porosity in the restricting layer, flexural rigidity can be tuned
even without adjusting the thickness. In the actuating layer, the
thickness and porosity also impact the actuation time. Thus, the
bending magnitude and actuation time can additionally be tuned
by modulating the resultant ratio between actuating and restricting
layers; as the restricting layer has a negligible effect on actuation
time, this allows the actuation time and bending magnitude to be
controlled independently.

The passive regions are produced with functional patterns that
physically encode the desired material properties. These patterns
can be instantiated on a rectilinear or triangular grid, corresponding
to the mesh model.

Stiffness is modulated by adjusting the pattern geometry along
the mesh edges, which act as mechanisms for encouraging or pre-
venting both stretching and contraction. Wavy structures arise
from increasing the length of a pattern’s edge (without altering the
overall size of the pattern); when the pattern is pulled, its effective
volume can expand until the wavy structures are fully straightened.
The lengths to be added along the edges are extracted from the
values obtained from the property gradient map, illustrated in Fig-
ure 4. The Poisson effect can also be tailored using well-established
principles and patterns from the field of meta-material mechanisms
[Kolken and Zadpoor 2017; McCaw and Cuan-Urquizo 2018], and
the effect of changing other parameters such as the geometry can
be explored.

The external regions are left as voids during the initial extru-
sion process. Once the externally-sourced part is embedded, the
extrusion process can be continued to secure it in place. In addition,

Figure 5: The material system’s different regions are inter-
connected by a fibrous, mesoscale network of multiple in-
terwoven materials. The passive regions (white) stretch and
contract in conjunction with the self-morphing active re-
gions (brown).

the rate of extrusion can be increased to fully enclose the part, or
decreased to expose a certain portion of it.

2.4 Additive fabrication
The mesostructure’s trajectories, along with the details regarding
the speeds and rates of extrusion, are then translated into numerical
control machine language (Voxel2GCode). This fabrication data can
be executed by any consumer desktop FFF 3D-printer capable of
reading G-code commands, and instructs the machine on where to
move, at what speeds, and with what material as well as how much.
The qualities of the material paths are informed by the combination
of speed and rate of extrusion. For this study, we kept a constant
speed and adjusted the rate of extrusion to increase (or decrease) the
amount of material deposition. Our extrusion parameters using 0.35
mm diameter brass nozzles produced material paths with adjustable
widths ranging from 0.45 mm to 1.5 mm. The equipment we used
(FELIX Tec 4 Dual Head 3D-printer, FELIX, Utrecht, Netherlands)
allowed us to extrude mesostructure details at 0.05 mm precision.

The active regions require just that two filament materials with
different expansion coefficients be used. In this study, we used a
combination of hygroscopic wood-polymer composite (LAYWOOD-
meta5, Lay Filaments, Cologne, Germany) extruded at 190°C, and
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS, MakerBot Industries, New
York, USA) extruded at 200°C. The hygroscopic filament will equal-
ize with the surrounding RH; therefore, the material storage and fab-
rication environment should be kept relatively stable so that, while
printing the initially flat geometries, shape change is not induced.
The 4D-printed material systems can transform from flat to form
(and vice versa) within the span of hours when switching from RH
extremes (25%–90%), which was tested in a climate-controlled box
(MiniOne Humidity Generator, Preservatech, Bydgoszcz, Poland).
When submerged in water, the transformation can be observed
in the span of minutes. For the passive regions, we employed a
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Figure 6: A parameter study on the impact of passive regions
on global self-shaping. Both samples contain identical ac-
tive regions but different property gradients for the passive
regions and, as a result, differentiated 4D-printedmesostruc-
tures. Sample (a) is programmed with low elasticity along
the spine and high elasticity at the edges, resulting in func-
tional patterns that allow stretching at the edges. The oppo-
site is programmed for sample (b).

thermoplastic copolyester (FlexiFil, FormFutura, Nijmegen, Nether-
lands), with a shore hardness of 45D and tensile modulus of 95
MPa, extruded at 210°C. All filaments were 1.75 mm in diameter
and printed onto a bed heated to 45°C.

3 CASE STUDIES
We now illustrate the advantages of our design framework through
three case studies. First, we systematically explore the design space
of networked active and passive regions for self-shaping with dou-
ble curvature, a property that is particularly challenging to inte-
grate in 4D-printed systems with hygroscopic materials. Second, we
demonstrate the use of external regions to embed specialty devices
for passive cooling within a 4D-printed self-shaping mechanism.
Finally, we show a full workflow using our framework to design a
customized orthotic splint with integrated shape changing areas.

Figure 7: (a) The dome is designed with radially arrayed ac-
tive regions. (b) The passive regions are programmed with
low elasticity in the center and high elasticity at the edges.
(c) During the self-shaping process, the mesostructure al-
lows for more contraction at the edges. (d) The resultant 4D-
printed material system shows a synclastic geometry.

Figure 8: Variations of synclastic geometrieswere formedus-
ing (left) passive regions with low elasticity, (middle) more
and smaller segments of active regions, and (right) high elas-
ticity in the passive regions.

3.1 Double curvature self-shaping
While single curvature self-shaping can be achieved with active
regions alone, double curvature cannot: bending a flat surface in
two directions (and back) requires regions of the surface to simul-
taneously grow and contract in different directions and amounts.
Double curvature self-shaping 4D-printed systems can be achieved
by strategically combining active and passive regions, and the geom-
etry can be further tailored by programming the property gradients
of the passive regions. However, how the functional pattern gradi-
ents of the passive regions affect the resulting shape in combination
with the active regions is non-trivial. While creating specific shapes
typically requires a lot of trial and error, our framework allows us
to quickly and systematically explore the design space.

As an example, we consider the effects of elasticity gradients, and
thus differentiated stretching, on double curvature. The base design
is a sheet formed by three active regions with alternating bending
orientations, shown in Figure 6, joined by passive regions. We then
test various gradients by modulating the density of the functional
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Figure 9: (a) The design for a 4D-printed on-body device.
(b) The passive cooling function is integrated with shape
change. (c) The patch at high RH with full contact on the
skin. (d) The patch at low RH, after 4 hours, with the pas-
sive cooling element lifted.

pattern across the Y-axis, to get a qualitative assessment of how this
property affects the final shape. We find that, by forming areas with
high or low pattern density, thereby influencing the local elasticity,
we can control where the surface is allowed by the mesostructure
to stretch and expand. The pattern allows more deformation where
there is less density at the edges (Figure 6a); whereas, the pattern
will allow more deformation along the spine when there is less
density there (Figure 6b).

We also investigate the strategic integration of active and passive
regions in creating a synclastic geometry. This assembly is con-
structed from six triangular active regions with radially arranged
bending directions (Figure 7a), connected by six passive regions.
The passive regions are functionally patterned with high density
in the center and low density at the edges (Figure 7b), producing a
differentiated mesostructure which allows contraction at increasing
magnitudes from the center to the edge (Figure 7c). The 4D-printed
combination of active and passive regions successfully formed into
a synclastic dome shape (Figure 7d). By tuning the number of active
regions and their anisotropic bending properties, combined with
varying gradients of in-plane elasticity in the passive regions, a
wide variety of self-shaping domes can be 4D-printed, as shown in
Figure 8.

3.2 Embedding specialty functions
While we can 4D-print complex, adaptive self-shaping structures
by programming active and passive regions, we use external re-
gions to embed devices with specialty functionality that cannot be
printed. We show that it is possible to incorporate the functionality
of passive cooling with self-shaping material systems, in the design
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Figure 10: At temperatures above 32°C, the PNIPAm-coated
fleece releases moisture. Shown in the measured tempera-
ture profile curve, the developed passive cooling device will
cool down its surroundings for a duration of about 3.5 hours.

of an on-body patch that changes shape to lower or lift the pas-
sive cooling element directly on and off the skin (Figure 9). After
the passive cooling effect has been exhausted, the device can be
recharged by soaking in water for 10 minutes until returning to its
flat state and regaining enough moisture for reuse.

We developed a passive cooling element in-house. The passive
cooling element was constructed from fleece wound dressings
coated with 66 wt.% poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide). As PNIPAm
takes up water at temperatures below 32°C and releases it above
32°C, the PNIPAm-coated fleece wound dressings exhibit passive
cooling effects due to water evaporation (Figure 10). Specimens
were measured using a thermal imaging camera over the course
of irradiation by an infrared lamp. These experiments showed that
temperatures were successfully lowered to a plateau of 33–34°C,
lasting for a duration of about 3.5 hours and obtaining significant
cooling (in contrast, an uncoated wet wound dressing exceeded the
cooling temperature of 33°C after less than 15 minutes).

We then incorporate this novel, but un-printable, passive cooling
element into the FFF process. The fabrication sequence involves
extruding the mesostructure while leaving voids for the later inser-
tion of the passive cooling material. The voids have depths equal
to the height of the external component; in addition to acting as
placement indicators, they allow the passive cooling material to be
inserted flush with the already extruded mesostructure and form a
level surface for the continued extrusion of the remaining paths. We
adjusted the extrusion parameters surrounding the wound dressing
so that the passive cooling material is properly exposed, providing
full contact with the skin, while being securely embedded in the
mesostructure.
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3.3 Design demonstrator
Finally, we produce a prototype of a wearable orthotic splint that
highlights the integration of all the presented functions in a highly
customized end product, shown in Figure 11.

The device contains tailored areas of softness, as well as shape
changing bumps to release pressure in sensitive areas when acti-
vated by moisture caused by sweating (Figure 11b). To limit move-
ment, the splint can be inserted with an alignment tool to produce
the required amount of immobilization (Figure 11d). Furthermore,
multiple magnets are embedded at the edges to hold the splint
closed.

This splint was designed to conform to a specific user and must
wrap around an irregular wrist–forearm geometry. Without utiliz-
ing a 3D-scanner or any sophisticated inverse design algorithm,
various material property gradients (Figure 11a) were tested for
their ability to form and fit snugly around the non-uniform limb.

The use of flexible filament in the passive region was especially
pivotal for expanding the range of achievable properties. As an
intensive property of the material, the elastic modulus cannot be
adapted; however, geometry can be used to additionally tune the
stiffness (Figure 11c), resulting in mesostructures ranging from soft
(allowing the splint to be bent from an initially flat state) to hard
(providing support or immobilization).

We were able to quickly produce several functionally patterned
iterations, and easily fabricate different designs until arriving at a
differentiated mesostructure which allowed the device to be worn
comfortably. The entire process, from initial design to final proto-
type, was completed over one weekend.

4 CONCLUSION
We have presented a design and material programming framework
for creating 4D-printed material systems with differentiated and
heterogeneous mesostructures. Directly designing mesostructures
to achieve specific shape and behavior is tedious, difficult, and typi-
cally requires several full design iterations. Our approach provides
a hierarchical workflow, which makes it simple and intuitive to
rapidly iterate designs with complex self-shaping properties, by
employing the intuitive geometric descriptions of existing CAD
workflows for assigning and tuning multiple material behaviors
throughout a volume. This framework can be used with commonly
available, off-the-shelf 3D-printers — yet it also enables high cus-
tomization by allowing non-printable components to be directly
embedded in the end-product.

We have demonstrated this design framework through a series
of case studies. Most notably, we showed the process of designing
and fabricating an adaptive, orthotic splint (where interfacing with
the body is rarely static) with highly intricate multi-material or-
ganization. Our presented approach abstracts the complexity of
4D-printed mesostructures, and we used these internal geometries
to tailor the splint to the unique wrist anatomy. To provide comfort,
we modulated soft and compliant areas of the design through the
tuning of mechanical properties in the passive regions. To prevent
pressure peaks, we designed shape changing behaviors to allow
adaptation over time in sensitive areas, using the active regions.
Finally, we included a passive cooling effect by integrating a cutting
edge but not yet printable material into the fabrication process.

Figure 11: (a) The design and material programming of a
multifunctional orthotic splint. (b) The 4D-printed splint
with shape changing points for pressure release and the dis-
tribution of hard and soft areas. (c) Detail of the 4D-printed
mesostructure. (d) The orthotic splint as worn by the user.

4.1 Limitations and future work
While this approach demonstrates the potential for designing so-
phisticated, functional, self-shaping systems, there are still sev-
eral opportunities for further investigation. The layer-by-layer
extrusion-based process of FFF has made it easy for us to tailor
anisotropy in each layer. As we have only focused on designing
functional gradation in the XY-plane, our results have been limited
to surface geometries.
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At the same time, this method has made it possible to manage the
complexity of functional structures and produce them with good
mechanical and surface properties. We are particularly interested
in expanding this framework for more design inputs in the Z-axis,
while still taking advantage of FFF in its ability to easily produce
anisotropy. Future explorations could include more spatial, volu-
metric properties and behaviors, such as the overlaying of different
functions and textures on each side of the surface (for example,
creating softness on the inside and roughness on the outside).

4.2 Outlook
We propose that the representation of objects by function and evolv-
ing in response to its surroundings (rather than by boundary and
existing only as a predefined, singular geometry) adds value to AM.
This ability to embed transformation and behaviors opens up the
design space for many applications. By producing function through
structure, we can capitalize on the potential of AM’s relatively low-
cost economies of scope to create variety and mass-customization.
We posit that combining design across spatial-temporal scales with
rapid design iteration (without the constraint of economies of scale
from conventional manufacturing processes) will propel AM from
being a rapid prototyping tool to a manufacturing platform.
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